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INVENTIONS FOR QUALITY OF LIFE

Hand-operated
accelerator
and brake
control



Carospeed is a universal hand control that 
can be fi tted in most vehicles, both right and 
left hand drive, large and small. Carospeed is 
fi xed to the fl oor using the drivers seat fi xtures 
and is connected to the ordinary accelerator 
and brake pedals.

Carospeed is a hand-operated accelerator and brake 
control for drivers who are unable to use the car pedals. 
The accelerator and brake functions are transmitted to a 
lever that is placed beside the driver’s seat.
Pull the lever backwards and the vehicle accelerates, 
brake by pushing the lever forward. It is so simple to 
handle. Carospeed gives the driver the right feeling when 
accelerating and braking. The secret lies in the lever’s ge-
ometry and our long experience in vehicle adaptations.

The hand control is equipped with a comfortable hill-
holder as standard. The hill-holder keeps the vehicle still 
while the hand moves between gear lever, regulator or 
hand brake.

To avoid keeping the hand on the accelerator when driv-
ing far distances, the hand control is prepared for fi tting 
in conjunction with the vehicle’s original cruise control. 
The set function for the cruise control is activated dur-
ing driving with the same button as the hill-holder and is 
disconnected automatically when braking. (The fi tting of 
the set function is an option).

Carospeed is an ergonomic designed aid. Many years of 
experience in designing and manufacturing vehicle adap-
tations lies behind the development of Carospeed.
Demands for easy installation and optimal drive feeling 
has ruled the development. A reference group of disa-
bled drivers has infl uenced the development and we have 
had high demands on the hand control design to match 
vehicle interior equipment.

Right driving feeling

Hill-holder as standard

Set function for cruise

Ergonomic design

Forward = brake
Back = accelerate

Hill-holder

Set function for the 
cruise control (option)

- gives you the right fe

Black handle and grey cover 
around the lever bar.

Wood/black hand
cover around the 

Hill-holder and set 
function for cruise 
control.
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The interference is minimal and the vehicle 
can easily be restored when the time comes 
to change.
Carospeed is recommended for vehicles with 
automatic transmission.

Carospeed is CE-marked and meets safety re-
quirements from all major car manufacturers. 
It is also e-marked within the European com-
munity (95/54/EC).
Carospeed is accredited in the UK by Motability. 
 
The installation must be carried out by 
trained technicians from an Autoadapt 
authorized workshop.

eeling when driving!

Safety fi rst

Carospeed T (Standard) and TE (Electrical functions) are 
hand controls with a T-grip. The handle is slightly sloping, 
which gives the hand a restful and ergonomic position.
 
Carospeed T and TE are always delivered with a choice 
of two different handle designs. One design is a soft cyl-
inder shape and the other is a modelled design with solid 
surface. This way the driver can choose which one he/she 
feels is the most comfortable.

Carospeed Indicator has a switch only for the turn left 
and the turn right indicator.

dle and grey 
lever bar.

T-grip with a soft cylinder shaped design and 
T-grip in a modelled design with solid surface.

Hill holder and set 
function for cruise 

are standard.
Carospeed Indicator 

is  available with a 
black coloured han-

dle and a grey cover 
for the lever bar.

Carospeed Indicator is only 
available with a black handle.

Wind screen washer, 
interval, 
wiper 1, 
wiper 2

Headlight

Horn
Hill-holder and set 
function for cruise 
control.

Direction
indicator



Please
fi nd more 

information on 
www.autoadapt.com

Accessories

CAROSPEED      CAROSPEED E       CAROSPEED T      CAROSPEED TE

CAROSPEED INDICATOR

Product information

Black knob
Grey cover
Hill-holder
Set function for cruise
control (option)

Black knob
Grey cover
Hill-holder
Set function for cruise
control (option)
El. regulator

Wood/black knob
Grey cover
Hill-holder
Set function for cruise
control (option)

Wood/black knob
Grey cover
Hill-holder
Set function for cruise
control (option)
El. regulator

2 different handle 
designs
Grey cover
Hill-holder
Set function for cruise
control (option)

2 different handle 
designs
Grey cover
Hill-holder
Set function for cruise
control (option)
El. regulator

Black knob
Grey cover
Hill-holder

Direction Indicator switch
Set function for cruise 
control (option)

Fulfi ls following demands: ISO/TC22 N 2072, 74/60/EEC, 78/632/EEC, 95/54/EC, VVFS1994:5

STEERING DEVICE

CRUISE CONTROL

UNIVERSAL
 BRAKE PEDAL COVER

MOUNTING BRACKETS

ARMREST

Makes steering easier when 
using only one hand.

If the original vehicle has a 
cruise control this can be con-
nected to the Carospeed set 
function for cruise.

For increased safety a removable 
brake pedal cover is available. It 
prevents feet from being trapped 

under the pedal during drive.

The Carospeed mounting bracket is fi xed 
in the front seat bolt holes. 
Vehicle Specifi c or 
Universal.

An armrest prevents the arm from 
       being strained when driving 
                        with Carospeed.

Illustrations, descriptions and specifi cations in the brochure are based on current product information. 
Autoadapt Ltd. reserves the right to make changes without previous notifi cation. 
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